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and their caddies at such times may leave the putting greens in very
bad condition for themselves and others who may \vish to play
after the ground has dried out. A bumpy surface on a putting green
is difficult to overcome, and usually when such a condition occurs in
the late winter or early spring a good part of the best golfing season
has passed before that very desirable true surface can be restored.

"These are some of the reasons why the unwelcome sign 'Golf
Course Closed' may be found at your club occasionally; but be assured
that this will not occur more often nor for any longer periods than is
deemed absolutely essential for your maximum enjoyment of the
course during the golfing season.

"When in doubt as to the condition of the course, a telephone call
to the club may save a disappointing trip or a wasted day.

"Yours for the best golf course possible, and for you the best
golfing season ever!"

Stepladder tees.-These ancient relics may still be found on occa-
sional golf courses. It is next to impossible to grow grass uniformly
on them, and if the grass does grow in spots it is an expensive task to
keep it mowed. It would be economy to obliterate the steps by filling
them in with soil and reducing the incline, and would add much to the
attractiveness of the tee and its surroundings. We have seen tees
twelve feet high easily reached by an incline and the turf kept in an
excellent condition.

Tricky holes or shots are never good ones.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
All questions sent to the Green Section will be answered in a letter

to the writer as promptly as possible. The more interesting of these
questions, with concise answers, will appear in this column. If your ex-
perience leads you to disagree with any answer given in this column, it is
your privilege and duty to write to the Green Section.

'While most of the answers are of general application, please bear in
mind that each recommendation is intended specifically for the locality
designated at the end of the question.

The relation of fertilizers to the growth of clover.-Does cotton-
seed meal introduce clover on soils where legumes occur naturally?-
(Colorado. )

ANSWER.-Cottonseed meal in itself would not introduce clover,
but if clover seed gets into a green through top-dressing or by natural
distribution the 3 per cent of phoshoric acid and 2 per cent of potash
contained in the meal would favor the development of the clover. At
the same time some phosphoric acid and some potash are necessary for
the best development of grass, especially on soils which may be de-
ficient in one or both of these fertilizing constituents. The compost
with which putting greens are fertilized usually takes care of this
need, but occasionally on some soils a deficiency of phosphoric acid or
potash is shown by the quick and vigorous growth of grass after one
or both of these fertilizing elements are supplied. An excess of either
phosphoric acid or potash would stimulate the growth of clover and


